Dedicated to Professor Yuen-da Wang on his 68th birthday By using techniques of the calculus of variations in geometric measure theory, we investigate the nonexistence of stable integral currents in S" 1 X S n * and its immersed submanifolds. Several vanishing theorems concerning the homology group of these manifolds are established. 0. INTRODUCTION For any compact Riemannian manifold M, a theorem of Federer and Fleming [2] tells us that any non-trivial integral homology class in H P (M, Z) corresponds to a stable integral current. By establishing a second variation formula for minimal integral currents and applying it to different situations of M, Lawson and Simons [3] investigated the nonexistence of stable integral currents in M and showed some vanishing theorems concerning the pth singular homology group H p (M, Z) of M with integer coefficients. For an immersed submanifold M of the unit sphere S n , they showed the following theorem. THEOREM. (Lawson and Simons [3]). Let M m be a compact submanifold of S n with the second fundamental form h, and p a given integer, p € (0, m). If for any x £ M and any orthonormal basis {ej, e a } (t = 1, . . . , p; a = p + 1, . . . , m) of T X M the following condition is satisfied (0.1) B(0 = 5 > \\h( ei , e Q )|| 2 -(h(e u ei ), h(e a , e a ))] < p(m -p), «,a tien there is no stable p-current in M and hence H P (M, Z) = H m -P (M, Z) = 0.
INTRODUCTION
For any compact Riemannian manifold M, a theorem of Federer and Fleming [2] tells us that any non-trivial integral homology class in H P (M, Z) corresponds to a stable integral current. By establishing a second variation formula for minimal integral currents and applying it to different situations of M, Lawson and Simons [3] investigated the nonexistence of stable integral currents in M and showed some vanishing theorems concerning the pth singular homology group H p (M, Z) of M with integer coefficients. For an immersed submanifold M of the unit sphere S n , they showed the following theorem. [3] ). Let M m be a compact submanifold of S n with the second fundamental form h, and p a given integer, p € (0, m). If for any x £ M and any orthonormal basis {ej, e a } (t = 1, . . . , p; a = p + 1, . . . , m) of T X M the following condition is satisfied In this paper we shall extend the above theorem. We shall introduce a selfadjoint linear operator Q A on a p-subspace V of the tangent space T T M. Replacing B(() in (0.1) by the trace of Q A , we shall prove the following two theorems. 326 X-S. Zhang [2] THEOREM 1. TAere is no stable p-current in S mi x 5 m j and
THEOREM. (Lawson and Simons
where 0 < p < mi + m-i, p ^ mi and p ^ mi . THEOREM 2 . Let <f>: M m -> S ni x 5 n * be an isometric immersion of a compact RSemannian manifold M in S ni x S n * , and p a given integer, p £ (0, m). If for any x £ M and any p-subspace V of T X M trQ A <0, then there is no stable p-current in M and H P (M, Z) = H m -P (M, Z) = 0.
INTEGRAL CURRENTS
For later convenience, in this section we shall give a brief description of integral currents. We refer the reader to [2, 3] for more details.
Let M m be an m-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with Riemannian metric ( , ) and Levi-Civita connection V. And let W denote Hausdorff p-measure on M. A subset 5 of M is called a p-rectifiable set if 5 is a countable union of disjoint p-dimensional C 1 submanifolds, up to sets of W-measure zero. Consider over 5 an •H p -measurable section (: S -» A P TM with the property that for W-almost all x G 5, £ x is a simple vector of unit length which represents T X S. Such a pair (5, () is called an oriented, p-rectifiable set.
The set of rectifiable p-currents is defined by oo oo Tl p (M) = {S = J2 "Sn; Sn = (S n , U), M(S) = £ nH p (S n ) < oo}.
n=l n=l
It can be thought of as the group of infinite, summable chains of oriented p-rectifiable sets.
For an oriented, p-rectifiable set S -(S, £) and a smooth p-form w £ A P (M), define [3] Nonexistence of stable integral currents 327
In the case that S and dS are both rectifiable currents, S is called an integral p-current. The space of integral p-currents is denoted by T P (M). The direct sum %{M) -@T p (M) together with d: %(M) -> %(M) forms a differential chain comp plex. For this complex there is the following theorem.
THEOREM. (Federer and Fleming [2] ). For each p ^ 0 tAere is a natural isomorphism H P (%{M)) S H P {M, Z).
And for each a G H P {X,{M)) there exists a current 5 G o of "least mass", that is,
Consider a current 5 € TZ P (M) and a smooth vector field X £ C(TM). Let <j>t '• M -> M be the 1-parameter group of local diffeomorphisms generated by X. Then the rectifiable current $«• (5) is given by
where S is the field of oriented tangent planes of S = ^ nS n , for each x 6 S n , n A current 5 £ TZ P (M) is said to be stable if for each vector field X there is an e > 0 such that M(<f> t 'S) > M{S)
for \t\ < e. This implies that for each X we have
)|«=o = °' TT M (^* )lt=o ^ °-
The following variation formulas have been derived by Lawson and Simons [3] .
where a x : A p T X M -• A P T X M is a linear map given by
and Vx,. X:
To any simple p-vector ( G A P T X M and X G C[TM), let ^t be the flow generated by X , and define Then the expression (1.1) can be denoted by
where {ej, e a } (t = 1, ..., p; a = p + 1, ..., TO) is an orthonormal basis of T X M and = ei A . . . A e p .
A SELFADJOINT LINEAR OPERATOR
For a p-rectifiable set 5 in M, we know that at W-almost all points x G 5, there exists an approximate p-space T X S C T X M, to 5. In this section we shall introduce a selfadjoint linear operator on T X S. Its trace is equal to the trace of Q( given by (1.3).
Let <j>: M m -• N n be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold M into a Riemannian manifold N. The Levi-Civita connections of M and N are denoted by V and V respectively. For any X,Y e C(TM), we have h(X, Y), where h is the second fundamental form of the immersion <f>.
where A v is the so-called the shape operator determined by v. We know that
For a given integer p
It may be seen that B v is a selfadjoint linear operator on V because A v is selfadjoint linear. Let {v\} be an orthonormal basis of the normal space V X (N, M) and A\ = A Vx . Define a selfadjoint linear map Q A : V -» V associated with the immersion 4> by
(2.3) Q A X Y^l [ Y , )
where X £ V and {e;} is an orthonormal basis of V. Q A is independent of the choice of orthonormal bases of V X (N, M) and V. And its trace is Now assume that V>: N n -» R l is an isometric immersion of the Riemannian manifold N in the Euclidean space R 1 . Let D be the Levi-Civita connection on R l . Associated with the isometric immersion x -ijio(f>: M m -* R l , the shape operator A' v determined by v 6 C(V(R l , M)) is given by (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) where Y £ C{TM). In particular, if v € C{V(N, M)),
and if veC(V(R l , N)) ,
For a given vector v £ R l , we define two vector fields v T and v x on M by
To any unit, simple p-vector £ £ A P T X M, we shall calculate the quadratic form Q({v T ) given by (1.3). Using (2.6), we have (2.10)
These imply Hence we obtain It may be seen that the shape operators A\ can be denoted by the matrices o
= -[ o o j '
where I\ is the m\ x m\ identity matrix for each A = 1, 2. Hence for any X 6 T X M we have A\X = -X\, where X\ is the orthogonal projection of X onto T xx S m >-. At x £ M, we take an orthonormal basis {e,-, e Q } of T X M so that {e,} is an orthonormal basis of the p-subspace V. Denoting the orthogonal projection of e,-(respectively e Q ) onto T xx S mx by ea (respectively e a x), we have In order to seek the maximum of fi a under the condition (3.5), partially differentiating (3.4) with respect to each variable and equating to zero, we obtain 
